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ABSTRACT
We envision LILY, a flexible, lightweight, expressive, mixed
initiative authoring tool for anyone to direct data stories endtoend
– from insightfinding to storytelling – by saying words. We as
sume our vocabulary of visualizations is represented as an open
repository of templates shared by authors. Our approach associates
user queries with templates using learned embeddings, derives a set
of variable bindings, and ranks the bindings by similarity with the
user’s query. By supporting data binding and template customiza
tion via natural language, LILY inherits the expressiveness of the
union of popular authoring tools like D3 and Data Illustrator, while
relying more on the scale and quality of NLP models. We discuss
how LILY can accelerate high and lowlevel authoring workflows,
facilitate coarse and finegrain customization, and accommodate
different design styles and expression habits. We intend LILY to
provide a natural means of data storytelling, for novices and experts
alike.
Index Terms: Humancentered computing—Visualization—Visu
alization systems and tools
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INTRODUCTION

“Could you help me learn Tableau?” requested Aunt Lily on a Sun
day afternoon. She is a medication safety officer working with pa
tient data. After attempting to create a dashboard similar to the ones
left off by her former colleague (Fig. 1), and after much tutorial
cramming, she lamented, “The Tableau videos are helpful. How
ever, it takes time and experience...”

Figure 1: An interactive dashboard like this requires not only design
skills, but also technical know-how: how to build small multiples, how
to add drop-down filters, how to show axis titles at the top of bar charts
instead of at the bottom (the default formatting), how to publish dashboards as separate tabs to Tableau Server, and so on. Who knows
all these execution steps by heart?
* This was Zening’s internship project at Adobe Research.

Menus and icons – our concrete, constrained, and oftentimes
complicated way of communication with our computers – are power
ful but necessarily become more complex as tasks become more so
phisticated. Into countless clicks and drags we translate our intents,
no matter what they are. The more control we want, the more wid
gets we add. A plethora of tools surround visualization authors to
help them analyze data and tell stories – data cleaning [17,18], anal
ysis [42], insight finding [9], visualization design [22, 34, 36], inter
action design [56], animation [43], and narration [35, 41] – each of
fering its own expressiveness, constraints, and user interface. Much
learning is needed.
Theoretically, Aunt Lily’s lack of design, analysis, and story
telling experience as well as technical knowhows could be com
pensated by natural language processing (NLP) and mixedinitiative
recommendations. NLP could parse Aunt Lily’s intents, allowing
her to direct where the project is going from where she is. And the
unknown or unsaid design choices could be filled in or enumerated
by machine recommendations. Compound NLP and recommenda
tion in a mixedinitiative system, the author can gain more control
by saying more, or give more control to the system by saying less.
Several systems have endeavored to use natural language for vi
sualization authoring, either as the main channel of creation, or as
a complementary to menus and icons [12, 30, 38, 40, 54]. However,
the authors of these systems report it is not easy to create a good
NLPdriven authoring experience. Why is the problem so hard?
NLdriven visualization authoring has to be both expressive and
precise. It is hard to achieve both goals at the same time. Expressive
means being able to render what the author has (vaguely envisioned)
on her mind, including the macro and micro design choices, the
styles and so on. Being precise means being able to respond to the
subtle changes in the author’s expressions – parsing the author’s in
tents accurately. Inevitably, as expressiveness increases, the space
of possible mappings from natural to some visual language grows
exponentially, making it much harder for NLP to have an accurate
understanding of the author’s intents.
Moreover, for a NLdriven authoring tool to be practically use
ful, the entire workflow (data analysis, visualization design, sto
rytelling) should be readily accessible by natural language inputs.
There should be no roadblocks. A single hurdle along the way can
scare off masses of inexperienced potential authors. If Aunt Lily
could create a visualization with a few words in a matter of seconds,
but still needed to explore her data in Tableau or postedit her data
story in Adobe Illustrator, that would defeat the purpose of a fast
and agile NLdriven authoring tool.
We need a better understanding of the natural language steering
wheels along the authoring workflow. Therefore, we surveyed the
literature and conducted interviews to crystalize the workflow – un
derstand common steps taken by authors. Using this knowledge we
designed lily, a data analysis  storytelling workflow directed by
natural language. We contribute:
1. A framework for characterizing and automatically recom
mending visualization templates, including their discoverabil
ity, customizability, constraints, and compatibility.

Figure 2: Four snapshots from a data-to-storyE workflow in LILY. (a) The author asked a macro-level questionF "What's in my data?" LILY returned
the fundamental Key Data Facts, and multiple data distributions across space and time using popular and award-winning designs.X (b) The author
specified data and design preferences ("cases", "map", "pink and blue"). And the results were all cases maps in pink and blue colors. (c) The author
wanted to find extremes ("most affected state", "top 2") and call out an insight ("highlight", "write ..."). LILY dimmed, highlighted, and annotated
accordingly. (d) The author composed a letter to her colleagues. She specifically picked two charts and asked LILY to select a few more.L

2. A design for LILY, an NLdriven authoring tool that accommo
dates the entire workflow from data wrangling to storytelling.
By improving both expressiveness and accuracy along the entire
authoring workflow, LILY brings us one step closer to the vision of
custom visualizations created for and by the masses.
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DESIGN GOALS

We designed LILY to achieve the FLEX goals:
FLEXIBLEF Recognize natural language instructions of various types,
succinct or elaborate, at macro and micro levels, expressed with dif
ferent word choices and styles, and tolerate errors and ambiguities.
LIGHTWEIGHTL Provide a simple user interface that does not demand
much learning about the interface itself. Avoid overdemanding the
author with the system input, or overwhelming them with the output.
END-TO-ENDE Support the entire datatostory authoring workflow
EXPRESSIVEX Support diverse visualization and data story designs.
Allow authors to have control over the design details.
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USER EXPERIENCE (UX) DESIGN

We show an endtoend workflowE in which Aunt Lily overviewed
data, customized design details, searched for an insight, and com
manded a story being told (Fig. 2ad). These macro and micro
instructionsF all go through a single NLI (Fig. 3).L
It had been a year since COVID19 broke out in the US. Aunt Lily
wanted to pull the latest data, reflect, and write a letter to strengthen
her colleagues, who had been fighting unprecedentedly hard and
long. She selected a dataset from CDC.
At first, she didn’t know what to say. The mixedinitiative agent
suggested an icebreaking query: "What's in my data?"F She clicked
on it and saw a variety of data overviews (Fig. 2a)X , each covering

Figure 3: The user interface of LILY is minimalL – a text (and voice)
inputF and a mixed-initiative agent that suggests and disambiguates
queries.F

a distinct subset of data attributes, exposed as underlined links in
the automatically generated chart titles.L If clicked, an attribute will
become a new query.F
But Aunt Lily didn’t want to fixate on any specific attributes
yet. Instead, she loosely expressed her interestsF as "cases in
more map designs". Now the only attributes visualized are those
matching "cases", plus the auxiliary geographical fields required by
"maps". Meanwhile, more diverse map designs are shown: besides
the choropleth map , there is also a hexbin map , a bubble map , and a
spike map .X The design names show up as tags beside the chart
titles.L They can also form future queries.
The colors were also diversified: cumulative confirmed cases in
sequential shades of blue, cumulative confirmed cases in diverging
shades of pink and teal, and daily new confirmed cases in orange.
Such diversification follows Qu and Hullman’s consistency princi
ples [32], which says different data should wear different colors.L It
also reveals many color scheme options to the author.X For instance,
Aunt Lily picked "pink and blue" (Fig. 2b).
The spike map made Aunt Lily quite concerned about New York.

She revised her query to "cases most affected state". Because the
query conveyed an intent to find extremes, the result visualization
contained highlights – the mark representing the highest value was
emphasized whereas all others were dimmed. Because the query
said "state", all charts were aggregated at the state level. The word
"most" in the query was retold as rankings and highest in the chart
titles. The synonyms provide a flexible way to explore data by a
statistical insight.F
In the timelines , Aunt Lily saw that California is surpassing New
York in recent death counts. She held the microphone
and said:
“Highlight California and New York and write ‘It’s painful to see
California surging after New York. My colleagues, let’s stay alert.”’
And the system updated the highlights and annotated all charts
(Fig. 2c).
Then Aunt Lily said: "Write a letter using the line chart, and
some other charts we've seen." Now the annotated timelines became
a part of a scrolly , which was automatically prepopulatedL by the
year round radial , the hexbin map , and the spike map (serving as a back
ground image for the title). The year round radial was in the letter be
cause Aunt Lily had clicked its storytelling icon
during "What's
in my data?" The hexbin map and the spike map were added by the
system because Aunt Lily had said "use ... some other charts" but
did not specify which ones (Fig. 2d).L Aunt Lily went on to edit the
titles, the captions, and the body text of her letter. She could add, re
move, replace, and reorder the visualizations in her letter by saying
queries like "replace the hexbin map with the one that had blue bubbles" – if she could only recall certain chart names, data attributes,
or colors. Alternatively, she could collect story pieces
from her
query history, and cut and move
pieces in her letter.F Finally,
Aunt Lily signed her letter and sent it.E
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Figure 4: System architecture. Modules 1-4 form one iteration; module 0 supplies modules 2-3 with the following resources: data tables
shared by authors and organizations (a), insights precomputed or as
function calls (b), and customizable templates and components (c).
The user directs a data story by typing or speaking a query (1). A
query has a context, including the resources on the collaborative platform (0) and the interaction history (1-4). Within such context, LILY detects query intents (2) and recommends specifications – by searching
under the constraints of attributes, insights, templates, components,
and customization options, and then ranking the results (3).

ENVISIONING THE SYSTEM

LILY consists of a user interface, a natural language processing mod
ule, a recommender, a renderer, and a collaborative platform that
serves repositories of data and insights, and templates and compo
nents (Fig. 4). A template is a data story or visualization with cus
tomizable data and design components (e.g., rebind data attributes,
hide axes, replace a drop down menu with a slider). Any data story
or visualization that can be represented as a string (e.g., HTML
and D3 [3], Jupyter Notebook and Altair [46], R Markdown and
ggplot2 [49]) may become a template in LILY. When all compo
nents are specified, a template becomes a renderable specification.
Each specification is associated with a string signature, which can
be any appropriate linearized representation. Each signature is en
coded using a deep language model (e.g., GPT3 [4], CPM2 [55],
BERT [10], ELMo [31]), possibly finetuned on available exam
ples (NL2VIS specifications, revisions, constraints, and comments,
scrapped or synthesized [24]), building on recent approaches [5].
Query To begin, the user speaks or types a natural language query.
The query may refer to the resources on the collaborative platform:
data tables, attributes, values, insights, and transformations; design
templates, components, and customizations. The same language
model encodes both queries and specification signatures, making
the distance between them measurable.
Recommend The recommender searches and ranks the top k spec
ifications that best match a query given its context (Fig. 4). First, it
filters templates with the data constraints (e.g., "cases") and design
constraints (e.g., "red map") in the query. For each template, the rec
ommender enumerates all possible customized specifications based
on the query. We bind attributes to template variables according to
typical visualization principles using automated constraint satisfac
tion tools [29]. Each attribute is encoded, and the distance from the
encoded attribute and the encoded query is used as a soft constraint
to guide the solver [29]. The result is all possible variable configu
rations that satisfy the template and preferring attribute similarity.

Each recommendation is considered a set of terms r. Each rec
ommendation set r is scored and ranked using the formula:
score =

1
∑ w(x) · x
|r| x∈r

(1)

where wq (x) is a weighting function
w(x) = max{distance to query ∈ [0, 1],
popularity on collaborative platform ∈ [0, λ ]}
and |r| is the size of the recommendation set.
Render Our textoriented approach is compatible with popular vi
sualization authoring tools and libraries such as d3.js [3], Vega [37],
plotly [16], Data Illustrator [22], and so on. The renderer can use
typical libraries to output (interactive) visualizations in svg or can
vas and provide an HTML snippet for developers to embed the vi
sualizations in their own web pages.
Upon rendering, each specifications becomes a visualization in
the user interface. The user can (1) keep a visualization as a story
piece, (2) revise her original query to start a new iteration.
Regardless of the choice, the selected visualization is appended
to the story, and is used as part of the context in future iterations.
On each iteration, the sequence of previous visualizations and the
query issued by the author are embedded together as a sequence and
used for matching during search and recommendation.
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System Discussion

We intend our design to enable study of the limits of NLP methods
as well as the capabilities. To that end, we emphasize breadth in our
requirements.

Queries and Intents In all NLP Vis systems, the goal is to infer an
author’s intent (what they are trying to achieve) given their query
(the actual sequence of words they typed or spoke) [45].
Rather than try to derive a vocabulary of intents from a small set
of actions supported by a system, we treat every stemmed ngram
as a potential intent, and every possible instantiation of a template
as a potential recommendation. While we avoid needing to design a
universe of discourse ourselves, we are now more dependent on the
amount and quality of the data. However, LILY can use pretrained
models at first while data is collected, and then apply joint learning
techniques [14, 53] to learn embeddings from associated pairs of
templates and queries, validated by author selections.
To develop the initial vocabulary, we anticipate scraping visu
alization textbooks, papers, tutorials, and forums for the topd
frequentlyused words and phrases (we will call them expressions
from now on), we obtain a feature space of d dimensions. Since
Shakespeare’s vocabulary was estimated to be between 15,000 and
25,000 words [6, 11], we hypothesize that with a d of hundreds of
thousands, most queries and contexts (data, current visualizations,
recent history) can be expressed in this feature space.
Although we do not explicitly categorize utterances during in
teraction, we can characterize the types of queries we anticipate.
Queries need not be complete ("mean" of what, "aggregation" of what,
"correlation" of what and what) nor nondivisible: "normal" and "distribution" are valid expressions, even if "normal distribution" is much
more likely and specific.
We anticipate a variety of potential utterances, all of which can
potentially be interpreted in our general approach of matching utter
ances to templates.
•
•
•
•
•

a (partial) specification ("write a letter using ..."),
a direct revision ("change colors to pink and blue")
a constraint (e.g., "axis titles on top"),
a comment (e.g., "it's too colorful"),
a concept (e.g., "overview", "surprise me!", "correlation", "normal
distribution")
• a reference (e.g., "cases", "the one that had blue bubbles") or a
question (e.g., "what's in my data?")
Improving Data Quality with Computed Labels To improve the
matching of variables to data columns, we can compute insights [20]
on all available data. Data facts as implemented in Cui et al. can
also be wrapped as functions [7].
To improve the matching of templates to queries, we can apply
weak supervision by writing multiple simple yet unreliable data la
belers [33]. For example, templates from a particular website with
a name that includes scatter can be tagged as a scatter plot. In this
way, data quality can be improved incrementally and continuously
by adding new labels.
Analysts and Contributors We intend LILY for three communi
ties of users: data analysts (our primary focus), data contributors
who want to enable more use of their data, and template contrib
utors who want to popularize their novel chart invention, distinct
styles, animated transitions, or new interaction techniques. We in
tend to support analysts of any skill level, looking for opportunities
to automate decisions that complicate typical tools.
Template Registration When a new template is contributed to the
platform, we ask the contributor four questions:
1. Discoverability: Please describe this template in your own
words. What data story does it tell? This will make it easier
for other users to find your template.
2. Constraints: What kind of insights, data distributions, cardi
nalities, themes etc. is this template best for? Are there any
occasions or situations where using this template would be in
appropriate?
3. Customizability: What parts of the template can be changed
by the user (e.g., variables, constants, APIs)?

4. Compatibility: Can this template be repeated or linked or com
bined with other templates or interactive widgets?
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RELATED WORK

Manual Visualization Authoring Tools Most of the current busi
ness intelligence [23, 28, 42] and web analytics [1, 13] offerings fo
cus on a manual workflow for data exploration and visualization
authoring, where analysts need to select which variables to explore,
decide what kind of visualization charts to use, inspect if useful in
sights exist, and repeat. These tools are powerful yet too sophisti
cated for nonexperts who have limited data science knowledge or
graphic design skills.
Automated Analytics Tools More recently, automated data ana
lytics tools have gained great traction [21]. Data science models
have been proposed to automatically select interesting data vari
ables [8, 9, 47, 50, 51] or generate appropriate visual representa
tions [15, 25, 29]. Among commercial products, Tableau offers a
“Show Me” panel, which automatically recommends chart types
based on users’ variable selections [26]. These automated analytics
tools can provide helpful guidance, but they lack an input channel
for users to communicate their intents so as to get desired results
quickly.
Search Analytics Tools During the last decade, data analytical
workflows driven by natural language queries have emerged [52,54].
Adobe Analytics pioneered a technology prototype called DataTone
that allows people to retrieve statistical data facts from a dataset in
natural language [2, 12]. Tableau and ThoughtSpot also released
similar “Search Analytics” products [27, 38, 44]. While these tools
provide an innovative natural language interface for users to spec
ify their analytical intents, they often require the users to be familiar
with the data and specify concrete data queries, such as "Show me
a barchart of sum of order total value by geo cities". However, when
authoring a data story, nonexpert users often only have vague idea
sor questions, such as "How is the revenue". It is difficult for them to
map their ideas to the concrete queries. To address this challenge,
our system uses intent recognition techniques to infer users’ analyti
cal interests from ambiguous or partial queries and uses recommen
dation models to generate complete analytics specifications.
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TWO CASE STUDIES

We show how our proposed system design works in two extreme
cases: using LILY as a “onebutton machine” that generates data sto
ries with minimal human intervention, and using LILY for elaborate,
precise control. The point is, LILY works in both scenarios, which
shows it flexibility.F And being able to recreate the expert dashboard
in Fig. 1 further demonstrates LILY’s expressiveness.X
Case 1: OneButton Machine Uncle Nelson is a busy user. He
has the same data as Aunt Lily, but has no time for exploration, cus
tomization, or composition. He wants a data story and he wants
it now! He says: "data story." And LILY returns a poster, a story
line, a data video, and so on. The poster compares COVID19 case
counts in various cities in a small multiples design. Data attributes
were binded and data insights were annotated by LILY. The origi
nal poster template had won an Information is Beautiful award [19].
The storyline used a Calliope [39] template, showing insights cap
tured by DataShot [48]. The data video template was contributed
by editors at Johns Hopkins University. Uncle Nelson prints out
the poster and heads to his meeting.
In this case, LILY detects the intents "data", "story", and "data
story", which is more specific and likely to be accurate than "data"
and "story" alone. Since the most likely intent is at "data story"
level, LILY’s recommender decided to diversify at the nextlevel
specificity – the genre of the story. Awards and the popularity af
fected the ranking of the binded and customized templates. Data
attributes, being toplevel and unspecified in the query, is also di
versified. If Uncle Nelson were to implement these data stories on

his own, he would need to start with researching data story tem
plates, and handle the data binding and customization on his own,
which he would not have time for.
Case 2: Precise Control Uncle Rodney is an expert user. He
and Aunt Lily sat down together to replicate the dashboard by their
excolleague (Fig. 1). To achieve this goal, they need precise con
trol over the visual encodings, the formatting of axes and fonts, the
layout, the colors of the alternating rows, and so on. Our supple
mentary material records 19 queries they said in order to replicate
the dashboard. When we compared their queries with the equivalent
19 groups of concrete UI interactions in Tableau, we became more
hopeful – systems like LILY, if implemented well, could alleviate
the pain of technical knowhows for many people.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

A.6

AUNT LILY CAN SAY HER VISUALIZATIONS

Tableau: Click on ‘Day of the Week’ dropdown arrow, click on
‘Sort...’. In the popup window, set ‘Sort By’ to ‘Manual’, and sort
the days from Sunday to Saturday.
Novice: "Start the week on Sunday."
Expert: "Sort Sunday to Saturday."

A

EXPERT DASHBOARD IN LILY AND TABLEAU

Tableau: Us recreating the expert dashboard in Fig. 1 in Tableau.
We take the easiest route we know of. We omit the googling about
how to do certain things in the UI in these notes.
Novice: How a novice author such as Aunt Lily could achieve the
same result using LILY.
Expert: How an expert author could do the same.
A.1

Specify X Y Encoding

Tableau: Find each of the eight measures – ‘# Enc’, ‘# Orders’,
‘Administrations’, ‘Admin Dose’, ‘Medication Scan Required...’,
‘Med Scanned At Admin’, ‘Med Scan at Admin % ...’, and ‘Age At
Encounter’ – in the ‘Data’ panel by eyeballing or searching. Drag
each measure to the end of the Columns shelf. Find ‘Day of the
Week’ and drag it to the ‘Rows’ shelf.
Novice: "Create a bar table that look like those in Tableau, using Day of
the Week and # Enc, # Orders, Administrations, Avg. Admin Dose, Medication Scan Required..., Med Scanned At Admin, Med Scan at Admin %
..., and Avg. Age At Encounter."
Expert: "Tableau-style concatenated bar charts. Day of the Week by
# Enc, # Orders, Administrations, Avg. Admin Dose, Medication Scan
Required..., Med Scanned At Admin, Med Scan at Admin % ..., and Avg.
Age At Encounter."

A.2

Add Colors

Tableau: Make sure ‘Marks’ is set to ‘All’. Drag ‘Measure Names’
to ‘Color’.
Novice: "Add colors." "Color each bar chart differently." "Color the
distinct fields."
Expert: "Color by measure names." "Color the quantitative fields."

A.3

Take Averages

Tableau: For two measures (‘Admin Dose’, ‘Age At Encounter’),
click on their dropdown arrow, ‘Measure (Sum)’, ‘Average’.
A.4

Add Labels

Tableau: Make sure ‘Marks’ is set to ‘All’, click ‘Label’, check
the box ‘Show mark labels’ and make the font bold ‘B’. Check the
‘Allow labels to overlap other marks’ checkbox. Move mouse to
‘Med Scan at Admin %’, right click and select ‘Format’, click on
the ‘Pane’ tab, click on the ‘Default Numbers’ dropdown menu, se
lect ‘Percentage’, set ‘Decimal Places’ to 0. Move mouse to ‘Avg.
Admin Dose’, right click and select ‘Format’, click on the ‘Pane’ tab,
click on the ‘Default Numbers’ dropdown menu, select ‘Numbers
(Custom)’, set ‘Decimal Places’ to 0. Move mouse to ‘Avg. Age At
Encounter’, right click and select ‘Format’, click on the ‘Pane’ tab,
click on the ‘Default Numbers’ dropdown menu, select ‘Numbers
(Custom)’, set ‘Decimal Places’ to 0.
Novice: "Show the numbers in bold. Don't show the .00s."
Expert: "Label the values in bold. Don't show decimals."
A.5

Hide Axis Numbers and Ticks

Tableau: For each of the eight measures, right click on the axis
title, select ‘Edit Axis...‘. In the popup window, click on the ‘Tick
Marks’ tab, under ‘Major Tick Marks’ select ‘None’. Click on the
topright ‘X’ to close the popup window.
Novice: "Don't show the ruler."
Expert: "Hide axis ticks and numbers."

A.7

Sort from Sunday to Saturday

Bold All Axis Titles

Tableau: Rightclick on the white space in the worksheet, select
‘Format...’. Click on the ‘Format Font’ icon. Under ‘Default’, click
on the ‘Header’ dropdown menu and toggle the ‘B’ icon to bold the
header text.
Novice: "Make # Enc, # Orders, Administrations, etc. bold."
Expert: "Bold all axis titles."
A.8

Alternate Row Background Colors

Tableau: Click on the ‘Format Shading’ icon. Select ‘Rows’ tab.
Under ‘Row Banding’, select a light blue color for ‘Pane’, select the
same color for ‘Header’, and drag ‘Band Size’ to 1.
Novice: "Blue and white rows."
Expert: "Alternate blue and white bands between rows."
A.9

Reduce Lines

Tableau: Click on the ‘Format Borders’ icon. Select ‘Rows’ tab.
Under ‘Row Divider’, click on the ‘Pane’ drop down menu and se
lect ‘None’. Select ‘Columns’ tab. Under ‘Column Divider’, click
on the ‘Header’ drop down menu and select ‘None’. Click on the
‘Format Lines’ icon. Select ‘Columns’ tab. Under ‘Lines’, set ‘Grid
Lines’ to ‘None’.
Novice:
"Keep grid lines etc. to the minimal." "Hide all nonessential/unnecessary/auxiliary light gray lines."
Expert: "Reduce grid lines." "Minimalistic flat design." "Hide the row
and column dividers and the grid lines."

A.10

Move Axis Titles to the Top

Tableau: Drag another ‘#Enc’ measure and put it after ‘#Enc’ in
‘Columns’. Rightclick the second copy of ‘#Enc’ and select ‘Dual
Axis’. Doubleclick the top axis title. In the popup window, select
‘Tick Marks’ tab. Under ‘Major Tick Marks’, select ‘None’. Click
on the topright ‘X’ to close the popup window. Doubleclick the
bottom axis title. In the popup window, select ‘General’ tab. Un
der ‘Axis Titles’, erase ‘Title’. Click on the topright ‘X’ to close the
popup window. Repeat for ‘# Orders’, ‘Administrations’, ‘Avg. Ad
min Dose’, ‘Medication Scan Required...’, ‘Med Scanned At Ad...’,
‘Med Scan at Admin % If R...’, and ‘Avg. Age At Encounter’.
In ‘Marks’ panel, make sure ‘All’ fields are selected, select ‘Bar‘
marks. Click ‘Color’, ‘Edit Colors...’, select the ‘Tableau 10’ color
palette. Assign the same colors for the duplicated measures.
Novice: "Move # Enc, # Orders, Administrations, etc. to the top."
Expert: "Show axis titles on top." "Top axis titles."
A.11

Add Dropdown for Time

Tableau: Drag ‘Month, Year of Med Order Instant’ to ‘Filters’
card. In the popup window, select ‘Month/Year’. Click ‘Next >’.
Select multiple months by checking the boxes. Click ‘OK’. In the
‘Filters’ card, click on the dropdown arrow of ‘MY(Month, Year
of Med Order Instant)’ and select ‘Show Filter’. In the filter card,
click on the dropdown arrow and select ‘Edit Title...’. In the popup
window, set the title as ‘Month, Year of Med Order Instant’. In the
filter card, click on the dropdown arrow and select ‘Multiple Values
(dropdown)’. Now the filter card appears as a dropdown menu.
Novice: "Allow people to select multiple Month, Year of Med Order
Instant."

Expert: "Add a multi-value dropdown menu for Month, Year of Med
Order Instant."

A.12 Add Dropdown for Antibiotics
Tableau: Drag ‘Ordered Med Name’ to ‘Filters’ card. In the popup
window, click the ‘Use all’ radio button. Click ‘OK’. In the ‘Filters’
card, click on the dropdown arrow of ‘Ordered Med Name’ and se
lect ‘Show Filter’. In the filter card, click on the dropdown arrow
and select ‘Single Value (dropdown)’.
Novice: "Let people change Antibiotics."
Expert: "A single-selection dropdown menu for Antibiotics."
A.13 Hide Color Legend
Tableau: Delete the color legend for ‘Measure Names’ by clicking
the ‘X’ icon on the upperright.
Novice: "Don't show which color is which field."
Expert: "Hide color legend." "Omit the color legend."
A.14 Edit Dashboard Title
Tableau: Create a new dashboard. Drag the worksheet to the new
empty dashboard. Check ‘Show dashboard title’. Double click on
the default title ‘Dashboard 1’ and name the dashboard ‘Medication
Administration Details  Weekday/Day of Month by Med’. Select
Tableau Bold 45 pt font, blue color, align center.
Novice: "Dashboard." Then directly edit the dashboard title to ‘Med
ication Administration Details  Weekday/Day of Month by Med’.
Select 18 pt bold font, blue color, align center.
Expert: "Make it a dashboard titled `Medication Administration Details - Weekday/Day of Month by Med', 45 pt bold, blue color, align center."

A.15 Edit Visualization Title
Tableau: Double click on the default worksheet title ‘Sheet 1’ and
name the sheet ‘Breakdown by Day of the Week’. Select Tableau
Bold 36 pt font, black color, align left. Right click on the sheet title,
select ‘Format Title’, under ‘Title Shading’ select a light gray color.
Novice: Directly edit the visualization title ‘Breakdown by Day of
the Week’. Select 36 pt bold font, black color, lightgray background,
align left.
Expert: "Title the bar charts `Breakdown by Day of the Week', 36 pt
bold, lightgray background, align left."

A.16 Hide the Y Axis Title
Tableau: Right click on the rows axis title ‘Day of the...’, select
‘Hide Field Labels for Rows’.
Novice: "Erase the text Day of the Week."
Expert: "Hide the axis title Day of the Week."
A.17 Edit Dashboard Layout
Tableau: Click on the dashboard, click on the ‘Layout’ tab on the
left. Set ‘w’ and ‘h’ to 1600 and 500. Select the dashboard title, in
the ‘Layout’ tab, check the ‘floating’ checkbox. Repeat this for the
two filters and the small multiples bar chart. Select the dashboard
title, in the ‘Layout’ tab, set its ‘Position’ to ‘x = 0’, ‘y = 10’, and
set its size to ‘w = 1600’, ‘h = 50’. Select the ‘Month, Year of Med
Order Instant’ filter. In the ‘Layout’ tab, set its ‘Position’ to ‘x =
495’, ‘y = 60’, and set its size to ‘w = 300’, ‘h = 50’. Select the
‘Ordered Med Name’ filter. In the ‘Layout’ tab, set its ‘Position’ to
‘x = 805’, ‘y = 60’, and set its size to ‘w = 300’, ‘h = 50’. Select the
small multiples bar chart. In the ‘Layout’ tab, set its ‘Position’ to ‘x
= 10’, ‘y = 120’, and set its size to ‘w = 1580’, ‘h = 350’.
Novice: Drag and drop the elements in the dashboard and the X Y
W H layout boxes should appear like in Adobe Photoshop.
Expert: "Bring out the layout panel." or "Edit dashboard layout." or
simply "Layout." Or do this in queries "Make the dashboard 1600px
wide and 500px tall." "The dashboard title should be 1600px wide and
50px tall, position it at 0,10." "Position the two dropdown menues under
the dashboard title. Each should be 300px wide and 50px tall, align left."
"Put the bar chart at X=10, Y=120. It's size should be 1580x350." or "Put

the bar chart underneath the dropdown menues. It should take up the
entire width of the dashboard".

A.18 Add Timestamp
Tableau: Make sure the dashboard is selected. In the ‘Objects’
panel, click the ‘Floating’ toggle, and drag ‘Text’ to the dashboard.
In the popup window, write ‘Updated 6/7/20’, and bold ‘6/7/20’.
Select the text and click on the ‘Layout’ tab. Set its ‘Position’ to ‘x
= 1490’, ‘y = 10’, and set its size to ‘w = 100’, ‘h = 50’.
Novice: Click the textbox icon and add the timestamp via direct
manipulation.
Expert: "Write `Updated 6/7/20' and bold `6/7/20', 36 pt, right aligned,
and center aligned to the dashboard title."

A.19 Publish as Tabs
Tableau: Doubleclick ‘Dashboard 1’ at the bottom of the window
and rename the dashboard to ‘Med Admin Details  Weekday/Day
of Month by Med’.
Click on the ‘Server’ menu and select ‘Publish Workbook...’. In the
popup window, select this dashboard along with three others and
check the ‘Show sheets as tabs’ checkbox. Click ’Publish’.
(Recreated with Tableau Desktop Professional Edition, 2020.3.10)
Novice: "This is a tab. The other tabs should be Med Admin Details by Med Name and Med Admin Details - by Order. Publish these three
tabs together."
Expert: "Add in Med Admin Details - by Med Name and Med Admin
Details - by Order as separate tabs in this dashboard. Publish."

